In order to analyze the effect of rotation speed of impeller and charge pressure on the inner flow and floatation dynamics characters of mechanical and pneumatic floatation, the kind of floatation is investigated. The gas-solid-liquid three-phase three-dimension turbulent flow fields are analyzed numerically with the Mixture multi-phase model ,Kturbulent model and Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Storkes equations. The void fraction test result of physical prototype is given with different rotation speed. The simulation results show that the rotation speed of impeller has the important influence on the circle type of fluid in the floatation, void fraction, mineralization rate, flotation dynamics characters and efficiency with the same pressure of gas inlet. The test results show the gas-solid-liquid three-phase flow fields with the design rotation speed is well with the floatation dynamics environment in the floatation, which also shows the importance of rotation speed of the impeller for the performance of the mechanical and pneumatic flotation.
Introduction
The quality of non-ferrous metal smelting largely depends on effective treatment of removing unwanted mineral particles or phases in ore pulp or molten metal. These unwanted particles or phases include all exogenous solid particles that may be present in the proceeding of flotation, which will reduce the purity quotient of non-ferrous metal cast and can cause a variety of property changes including the fatigue strength, ductility, corrosion rate, electrical and thermal conductivity [1] [2] [3] .
Mechanical-agitated externally-aerated flotation is used widely in the world to beneficiate mineral [1] and removal of unwanted phases from ore pulp or molten metal, which is one of the most useful melt cleaning techniques used by the foundry industry(shown as Fig 1(a) ). Flotation of ore particles relies on purging gas into the ore pulp through holes in a rotating impeller. The ore pulp and air bubbles are sucked and mixed round in the floatation cell. At the same time, impeller rotation creates turbulence dispersed the large size air bubble into the small one, which helps agglomerate the impurity particles. In addition, turbulence increases the probability of particles attaching to the rising gas bubbles, therefore, enhances the chance of their removal from the ore pulp. Early prior research demonstrated the mechanical flotation is fit to beneficiate the mineral particles which are difficult to remove [2] . Historically, the optimizations of mineral separator and melt-treatment processes remove the unwanted particles or second phases relied largely on operator experience. But better understanding of the flotation process may be achieved through computer simulations and experiment test [3~5] .
As an effective method to study the flotation process, numerical simulation based on the CFD is used to investigate the velocity vector, path line, circle mode and volume fraction in floatation cell. However the complexity and invisibility of the gas-solid-liquid three-phase turbulent flow fields block the development of the study on the flow fields and floatation dynamics of mechanical floatation. In order to simplify the analysis and make it amenable to solution, previous simulations of the process focused on the flow field induced by the injected gas bubbles. Johansen and Hop et al [6] assumed the purged gas, in the form of bubbles, was introduced into the computational domain as a dispersed phase, and its trajectory was then tracked using a Lagrangian approach. The inclusion removal efficiency was computed based on the bubble trajectories along with the theory of particle deposition onto bubbles. In the model, Johansen et al. and Hop et al. did not simulate free surface and, consequently, excluded its effect on the flow field from the analysis. M.Maniruzzaman and M. Makhlouf [7] developed a mathematical model to simulate the turbulent multiphase flow field inside the flotation treatment furnace. Simulations based on the Euler-Euler model were used to demonstrate the effect of the various process parameters on the performance of a batchtype rotating impeller particle flotation process. Numerical simulations may be used to design or optimize processes and determine causes and/or corrective actions for specific problems .
Assumptions and Governing Equations

2.1Physical assumptions
To further simplify the model, some assumptions are given as follows [8] :
Solid liquid gas three phases are incompressible; The sharp of particle and air bubble is spheriform; There is no phase transition and heat transferring between the phases. The adsorption and desorption effect on the solid particles from the flotation additive is omitted.
2.2Governing Equations
On the base of the physical assumptions, a mixture-multiphase approach is proposed to simulate the rotary flotation flow field [8, 9] . The mixture-multiphase fluid flow and turbulence equations are used to modelling flow system. 
Boundary Condition and Computational Domain
3.1Boundary conditions
The velocity-inlet and pressure-inlet boundary conditions are used to define ore pulp inlet and gas inlet respectively. The gas outlet and ore pulp outlet of flotation cell are defined as pressure-outlet boundary condition. The gauge pressures (static pressure) of gas inlet and gas outlet are 50000 Pa and 0 Pa respectively. The mass flow rate of mineral particles adsorbed by the air bubbles and rise from the ore pulp is far less than the mass flow rate of ore pulp outlet of flotation cell, so the flow rate distinction of the ore pulp outlet and ore pulp inlet can be omitted. Then the total pressure of the ore pulp outlet can be calculated from the orifice outflow and the flow rate of the ore pulp outlet [8] .
In the computational domain, the semi---solid surfaces, and the values of k and at the walls are taken as those derived from the assumption of an equilibrium boundary layer. The simulation of the flotation free surface is simplified as follows [10] :
Computational domain
The complex flow system that consists of multiple interacting phases is defined as three separate but interdependent subsystems. The first subsystem, which is the subject of this article, is the turbulent flow field arising from the impeller rotation and bubble flow. The volume fraction of gas, solid, liquid three phases in the computation domain are given by the iterative computations of the volume fraction governing equations. The second subsystem deals with the flotation inlet computation domain. The volume fraction of gas in this computation domain (regions) is 0. The volume fraction of solid and liquid are defined by the operation parameters. The third subsystem is the gas column in the centre of flotation cell, which is the only single phase (gas) computation domain in the complex flow system. So the volume fraction of gas in this computation domain (regions) is 1 [9] . As shown in Fig.1(b) the computational domain of flow fields in a mechanical-agitated externallyaerated flotation with the volume of 165 m3 is given. The radius of the flotation cell is about 3.5m (r0=3.5m). A nonuniform grid is used throughout the domain. The different grid numbers are built to validate the results independence on grid numbers. The final grid number is12,292,119. Section , section and section are defined to describe characteristic flow of the mixture domain, transport domain and separate domain respectively. The distance from the bottom of the flotation cell to the Section , section and section are 1,200mm, 3,300mm and 4,550mm, respectively (shown as fig.1(c) ) .
4.Results of Numerical Simulation and Discussion
The main design working points parameters of the floatation include flow rate of ore pulp (6,334 m 3 /d), volume fraction of mineral particle (0.3), gas inlet static pressure(50,000Pa) and rotation speed of impeller (110 rpm). The flow fields in case of other speeds (n=60 75 90 130 150and200 rpm) are given, also. The moderate particle diameter, air bubble diameter and density of the pulp are 76 1mm and 1,270 kg/m 3 respectively. On the same operational conditions, the value of solid-phase axial velocity has stronger axial distance weakening than gas phase.
Effects of impeller rotation speed on the gas-solid two-phase velocity in flotation cell
On the section , as the increase of radius, the change of the axial velocity component first decreases and then increases like the cosinusoid. On the contrary the values of radial velocity component increased firstly and then decreased. As the rotation speed increases, the values of axial velocity component and radial velocity component usually increase at the same radial position.
On the section , as the increase of radius, the change of the axial velocity component first increases and then decreases like the sinusoid. On the contrary the values of radial velocity component decreased firstly and then increased. As the rotation speed increases, the values of axial velocity component and radial velocity component usually increase at the same radial position. As the rotation speed increases, the values of impeller Reynolds increase first and then decreased. The maximum impeller Reynolds shows at the 1.4 n/n 0 impeller rotation speed. The turbulent intensity linear increases as the rotation speed increases in the mixture domain. In the transport domain, turbulent intensity increases firstly, then decreases and then increases. In the separate domain, turbulent intensity decreases first and then increases like the cosinusoid curve distribution with the increase of impeller rotation speed. The minimum turbulent intensity shows at the 1.2 n/n 0 impeller rotation speed. The power of the flotation increases monotonously with the increase of impeller rotation speed.
Effects of impeller rotation speed on the impeller Reynolds, turbulent intensity and power of flotation
Summary
Mixture multiphase model and mixture RNG K-turbulent mode are used to simulate the gas-solidliquid three-phase flow in flotation cell with a rotating impeller for removal of solid particles from ore pulp. Numerical results reveal the significant effects of on the gas-phase and solidphase radial and axial velocity component in flotation cell. It can be concluded that impeller rotation speed has important affection on the gas-solid-liquid three-phase flow velocity in the flotation cell from the simulation results. Consequently, it is a very important process parameter. The simulation results also show that the simulation can predict the flow structure and volume fraction which are difficult to detect by visualization test. In addition to providing insight into the flow mechanism of flotation process relying on a rotating impeller, the numerical simulation also can be used to determine the optimum flotation process parameters.
